Tagging of sound events is essential in many research areas. However, finding sound events and labeling them within a long audio file is tedious and time-consuming. Building an automatic recognition system using machine learning techniques is often not feasible because it requires a large number of human-labeled training examples and fine tuning the model for a specific application. Fully automated labeling is also not reliable enough for all uses. We present I-SED, an interactive sound detection interface using a human-in-the-loop approach that lets a user reduce the time required to label audio that is tediously long (e.g. 20 hours) to do manually and has too few prior labeled examples (e.g. one) to train a state-of-the-art machine audio labeling system. We performed a human-subject study to validate its effectiveness and the results showed that our tool helped participants label all target sound events within a recording twice as fast as labeling them manually.
INTRODUCTION
Detecting sound events in recordings and giving them labels is a key technology with applications in many areas: labeling speech recordings with speaker names [18] , labeling music recordings by predominant instrument [5] , labeling nature recordings with the species of animals heard in the recording [13] , and identifying gunshots in city recordings [20] .
Even though manual annotation by human experts leads to more accurate results than automatic annotation, there are many situations where hand-labeling events in recordings is prohibitively labor intensive. For example, speech and language pathologists often wish to label sound and speech events in day-long (24 hours) recordings of an individual patient's environment. Therefore, researchers have put significant effort Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. into developing more accurate automatic sound recognition systems. Many widely used methods for building recognition systems use supervised statistical machine learning. Examples include neural networks [10, 15] , Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [18, 22] , decision trees [12] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9, 17] .
Making a general recognition device using these machine learning techniques typically requires a large number of labeled training examples (e.g. thousands or tens of thousands of labeled sounds). It also requires fine-tuning the model for the specific application, usually by machine learning experts. This is not feasible in the case where users do not have thousands of pre-labeled examples of the target sound. It is also not feasible when providing enough labeled examples is equivalent to solving the task manually (e.g. the user labels the entire 24-hour recording to give the machine enough training data to label the 24-hour recording). Even with lots of training data and model tuning, machine labels may not show sufficient agreement with human labels. For example, the current state of the art environmental labeling for language assessment, the LENA system [25] , agrees with human annotators only 76% of the time on a four-way forced choice labeling task.
We wish to address audio labeling tasks that fall in a midground: there is too much audio to be labeled effectively by hand, yet there are too few training examples to effectively train an accurate model. Our goal is to develop an efficient way to achieve human-level accuracy with much less human effort than is typical for manual annotation. We further require the end user should be able to perform the labeling without any knowledge about machine learning or audio signal processing.
In this work, we present I-SED, an interactive sound event detector using a human-in-the-loop approach where human and machine collaborate to speed up the sound event labeling. The basic idea is to engage users to provide relevance feedback [6] to the machine labeler. We use this approach to find regions that contain similar sound events to the target sound. The user provides a few (one or two) examples to the machine. The machine's initial labeling of the audio, based on these examples, is presented to the human for validation. The human validates or modifies the machine's labels. The machine updates its labeling. This process repeats. The goal is to quickly finish the labeling task at hand. This is a fundamentally different goal compared to prior work. In prior work the interactive learning is used to train a generalized model to retrieve more relevant items or for later use on different data. To evaluate our system's effectiveness, we built a prototype interface and performed a human subject study.
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